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SUMMARY
An important goal of computational seismology is to simulate dynamic earthquake rupture
and strong ground motion in realistic models that include crustal heterogeneities and complex
fault geometries. To accomplish this, we incorporate dynamic rupture modelling capabilities
in a spectral element solver on unstructured meshes, the 3-D open source code SPECFEM3D,
and employ state-of-the-art software for the generation of unstructured meshes of hexahedral
elements. These tools provide high flexibility in representing fault systems with complex ge-
ometries, including faults with branches and non-planar faults. The domain size is extended
with progressive mesh coarsening to maintain an accurate resolution of the static field. Our
implementation of dynamic rupture does not affect the parallel scalability of the code. We
verify our implementation by comparing our results to those of two finite element codes on
benchmark problems including branched faults. Finally, we present a preliminary dynamic
rupture model of the 2011 Mw 9.0 Tohoku earthquake including a non-planar plate interface
with heterogeneous frictional properties and initial stresses. Our simulation reproduces qual-
itatively the depth-dependent frequency content of the source and the large slip close to the
trench observed for this earthquake.
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1 INTRODUCTION
3-D numerical methods for earthquake rupture dynamics and
ground motion simulation capable of incorporating complex non-
planar fault systems, rough surface topography, non-linear rheolo-
gies and the heterogeneous structure of the Earth interior (e.g.
Ma et al. 2007; Barall 2009; Ely et al. 2009, 2010; Tago et al.
2012; Pelties et al. 2012) are gaining increasing importance in the
study of the physics of earthquakes. Because rupture dynamics in-
volves small-scale processes that need to be accurately resolved
(e.g. Day et al. 2005), such numerical simulations pose high de-
mands in terms of memory and running time and need parallel
computation on thousands of processors to achieve an accurate
numerical solution of the dynamic rupture process. Today’s super-
computer resources are allowing earthquake scientists to use such
numerical models to investigate the physics of earthquakes at high
resolution and large scales that were previously beyond hardware
capabilities (Olsen et al. 2009). This new era of large-scale high-
resolution 3-D numerical calculations allows to unveil new features
of the rupture propagation, contributing to a better understanding of
the mechanics and physics of earthquakes, which in turn provides
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useful insights for improving our capability to predict ground mo-
tion for assessment of seismic hazard.
Dynamic earthquake models usually idealize the rupture process
as a dynamically running shear crack on a frictional interface em-
bedded in an elastic continuum. The spatio-temporal evolution of
stress and slip during fault rupture is determined by solving the
elastodynamic equation coupled to frictional sliding, leading to a
highly non-linear mixed boundary value problem (e.g. Andrews
1976; Das & Aki 1977; Day 1982). These dynamic models have
been implemented in several volumetric 3-D numerical algorithms
based on finite difference methods (FDMs), the different classes
of finite element methods (FEMs) and finite volume methods (e.g.
Dalguer & Day 2006, 2007; Kaneko et al. 2008; Dalguer 2012;
Tago et al. 2012; Pelties et al. 2012; Kozdon & Dunham 2013, and
references therein). Standard FDM, though widely used for wave
propagation, are limited to planar faults and face serious difficulties
to be extended to complex fault geometries. A notable exception in
3-D is the FDM of Ely et al. (2009, 2010) that uses different oper-
ators with irregular geometries. In contrast, the boundary element
method (BEM) for dynamic rupture problems can handle non-planar
faults and is highly accurate. Aochi& Fukuyama (2002) applied this
methodology to the 1992 Landers earthquake taking into account a
complex fault system in homogenous media. However, BEM is not
suitable for heterogeneous velocity structures or inelasticmedia, and
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few implementations account for the free surface. FEM overcomes
these difficulties naturally owing to its capability to mesh general
geometries in heterogeneous and non-linear media. However, tra-
ditional, low-order FEM with mass lumping produces dispersion
that penalizes the accuracy of wave propagation and dynamic stress
transfer in rupture simulations. High-order FEMs, such as spectral
element methods (SEMs; e.g. Festa & Vilotte 2005; Kaneko et al.
2008), and discontinuous Galerkin methods (DGMs; e.g. Tago et al.
2012; Pelties et al. 2012), with diagonal mass matrices by construc-
tion, are very accurate and maintain the geometrical flexibility.
Here we build upon the unstructured 3-D open source
spectral element code SPECFEM3D (http://www.geodynamics.
org/cig/software/specfem3d), a highly scalable Fortran 90 code par-
allelized using the Message Passing Interface (MPI) for large-scale
simulations. This tool was introduced in seismology as a solver for
the elastic wave equation by Komatitsch & Vilotte (1998) and Ko-
matitsch & Tromp (1999, 2002). The main characteristic of SEM,
compared to the standard FEM, is that it uses high-order basis func-
tions that make the method accurate enough to solve the wave
equations only with four to five nodes per wavelength in most
practical situations (Komatitsch & Tromp 1999). The mass ma-
trix is naturally diagonalized by using the Gauss-Lobatto-Legendre
(GLL) nodes inside the elements for both quadrature and interpo-
lation, while preserving the accuracy (De Basabe & Sen 2010). In
the current version of SPECFEM3D (Peter et al. 2011), complex
geometries are handled with unstructured meshes of hexahedral
elements, which can be constructed using a mesh generation tool
such as CUBIT (http://cubit.sandia.gov/). The code can also take
advantage of GPU-enhanced architectures (Rietmann et al. 2012).
SEM can handle non-linear bulk rheologies, such as continuum
damage (e.g. Ampuero et al. 2008; Lyakhovsky et al. 2009) and
plasticity (Kaneko & Fialko 2011; Xu et al. 2012a,b; Gabriel et al.
2013). The accuracy of SEM for dynamic rupture simulations with
off-fault plastic deformation on planar faults and structured grids
has been successfully tested in the Southern California Earthquake
Center (SCEC) benchmarks TPV13 and TPV27 (Harris et al. 2011;
Gabriel et al. 2013).
Here we present the implementation of the boundary conditions
for spontaneous dynamic rupture into SPECFEM3D. Our imple-
mentation follows the principles introduced by Kaneko et al. (2008)
and involves encapsulated modules plugged into the SPECFEM3D
code. It provides the capability to model dynamic rupture for mul-
tiple, non-planar faults governed by slip-weakening friction and
rate-and-state friction. We verify the efficiency and accuracy of our
implementation.We show that the parallel computation is scalable to
thousands of processors, enabling high-performance execution for
large-scale dynamic rupture calculations. The accuracy of the code
is successfully verified through benchmark problems developed by
the SCEC/USGS Dynamic Rupture Code Validation Project (Har-
ris et al. 2009), including 3-D problems with branched faults. We
finally apply our new tool to develop a preliminary dynamic model
of the rupture process of the 2011Mw 9.0 Tohoku earthquake incor-
porating a 3-D non-planar geometry of the megathrust interface.
2 MODELL ING 3 -D RUPTURE
DYNAMICS
2.1 Statement of the problem
We consider the problem of spontaneous earthquake rupture prop-
agation on a pre-existing fault surface  embedded in an elastic
medium  enclosed by a surface ∂. The evolution of slip is
controlled by a friction law and the initial stresses on the fault,
see Fig. 1. The problem is governed by the linear elastodynamic
equations:
ρu¨ = ∇ · σ, (1)
where ρ is the density of the medium, σ stress tensor and u the
incremental displacement field. We assume linear elasticity and
small displacements (Hooke’s law):
σ = c : ε, (2)
where c is the elastic tensor and ε the strain defined as (∇u+∇uT)/2.
We also assume zero initial conditions on displacements and veloc-
ities and free stress boundary conditions at the surface of the Earth
(σ · n= 0, where n is the vector normal to the free surface). In prac-
tice, the model domain is truncated to a finite size and approximate
absorbing boundary conditions are applied on the artificial exte-
rior boundaries (Komatitsch & Tromp 1999). However, to simplify
this presentation we will ignore the absorbing boundary conditions.
We treat the fault as a surface of displacement discontinuity. We
represent the fault as a 2-D interface composed of two matching
surfaces in contact,  = +
⋃
− (Fig. 1). The slip is defined as
the displacement discontinuity across the fault,
s = u+ − u−, (3)
where u+ and u− denote the displacements on + and −, respec-
tively. The traction on the fault surface − is denoted by:
T = σ · n, (4)
where n is the normal vector of −, pointing towards + (see
Fig. 1). To simplify this presentation, we ignore the possibility of
fault opening: s · n = 0. We denote by T T and T N the tangential
and normal tractions on −. The normal traction is negative in
compression. The friction boundary conditions on the fault interface
are:
|T T | − μ|T N | ≤ 0, (5)
|s˙|(|T T | − μ|T N |) = 0, (6)
s˙|T T | − |s˙|T T = 0, (7)
where s˙ is the slip velocity vector and μ is the friction coefficient,
which can depend on slip, slip rate and other fault state variables.
Here we adopt the linear slip weakening friction law (e.g. Ida 1973;
Palmer & Rice 1973; Andrews 1976):
μ = μs − (μs − μd ) min
(
δ
Dc
, 1
)
, (8)
δ˙ = |s˙|, (9)
where μs and μd are the static and dynamic friction coefficients,
respectively, Dc the critical slip distance and δ and δ˙ are the magni-
tude of the slip and slip rate, respectively. Despite its simplicity, this
friction law represents key features of fault strength: a finite friction
coefficient μ, progressive weakening (μs − μd) and finite fracture
energy
Gc = 1
2
(μs − μd )Dc. (10)
Just like FDM and FEM, also SEM suffers from non-physical
oscillations at the high frequencies that are not well resolved by the
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Figure 1. Representation of a fault as two split surfaces. The fault interface, , is embedded in an elastic medium, , and is composed by two matching
surfaces, ±, that can deform independently. For clarity, the two surfaces are plotted as separated in the zoomed in view, although they are most typically
considered to be in frictional contact. The vector normal to the surface −, pointing towards +, is denoted by n¯. On each side of the fault tractions are denoted
by τ± and displacements by u±.
mesh. To reduce these spurious oscillations, we introduce Kelvin–
Voigt damping (Day & Ely 2002) in a narrow layer of elements
surrounding the fault. This amounts to replace eq. (2) by
σ = c : (ε + ηε˙), (11)
where η is a viscous relaxation time.
2.2 Variational formulation
Like in the FEM, the SEM discretizes the weak (variational) form
of the governing eq. (1) by doting it with an arbitrary test vector w
and integrating over a finite volume . After integrating by parts
and applying the free surface boundary condition on ∂, we get :∫

ρw · u¨ +
∫

∇w : σ =
∫

w · T . (12)
The fault is viewed as an infinitely thin closed hole, a slit, whose
surface  is naturally portioned into two surfaces in contact,  =
+
⋃
−. The solution and test functions are described by smooth
fields inside the domain  with a slit . This naturally allows for a
displacement discontinuity across the fault . The left-hand side of
eq. (12) can be decomposed over the two faces in contact,∫

w · T =
∫
−
w− · T− +
∫
+
w+ · T+, (13)
where the traction in each surface satisfies T− = −T+. Taking as a
reference the − fault side, we define T = T− and obtain:∫

w · T =
∫
+
w · T, (14)
where w = w+ − w− is the difference of the test function across
the fault. Finally, replacing (14) in (12) we get the elastodynamic
equation with the fault term included:∫

ρw · u¨ +
∫

∇w : σ =
∫
+
w · T . (15)
The problem is to find u that satisfies (15) for all w together
with Hooke’s law (2) or the Kelvin–Voigt constitutive eq. (11), the
friction conditions (5)–(7), the friction law (8) and (9) and the given
initial conditions.
2.3 Discrete formulation
The discretization of the weak form of the elastodynamic eq. (15)
by the SEM leads to the matrix equation:
Mu¨ + Cu˙ + Ku = Bτ, (16)
whereM andK are the mass and stiffness matrix, respectively, given
by Komatitsch & Tromp (2002), C is a viscosity matrix and B is the
fault boundary matrix given by Kaneko et al. (2008). For Kelvin–
Voigt viscosity we set C= KH, whereH is a diagonal matrix whose
only non-zero components are the diagonal terms associated with
the nodes of the near-fault viscous elements and are equal to the
viscosity η. The relative fault traction is τ = T − To, where To is
the initial stress on the fault. The time discretization is done with a
central explicit Newmark algorithm:
un+1 = un + t u˙n + t
2
2
u¨n, (17)
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Mu¨n+1 = −Cu˙∗n+1 − Kun+1 + Bτn+1, (18)
u˙n+1 = u˙n + t
2
(u¨n + u¨n+1), (19)
where un, u˙n and u¨n represent the particle displacement, velocity
and acceleration at the nth time step, respectively, andt is the time
step size. To preserve the explicit nature of the time stepping scheme,
the viscous term in eq. (18) involves a semi-updated velocity defined
as
u˙∗n+1 = u˙n +
t
2
u¨n . (20)
To update the values of fault traction, we manipulate eqs (18) and
(19) on the fault split nodes to obtain the following expression:
Tn+1 = T˜n+1 − Zu˙n+1, (21)
where u˙ = u˙+ − u˙− is the slip rate,
Z = 2
t
(M−1+ B+ + M−1− B−)−1 (22)
is the fault impedance matrix,
T˜n+1 = Z ˙˜un+1 + To (23)
is the ‘stick traction’ that would prevail if the fault node suddenly
arrested and
˙˜un+1 = un + t
2
(
u¨n − M−1
(
Kun+1 + Cu˙∗n+1
))
, (24)
Subscripts ± denote values on the nodes lying on one of the two
sides of the fault, ±. Here we do not allow for fault opening, hence
the slip velocity normal to the fault vanishes, u˙Nn+1 = 0, and the
normal fault traction remains as:
T Nn+1 = T˜ Nn+1. (25)
The explicit Newmark algorithm (17) readily provides an update of
displacement and slip, with which we update the friction coefficient
according to (8) and (9). To update the shear fault traction T T we
solve (21) together with the friction conditions (5)–(7). This can be
efficiently done on a node-by-node basis, because the matrix Z is
diagonal. The solution is:
T T = min (−μT N , ‖T˜ T ‖) T˜ T‖T˜ T ‖ . (26)
We then compute the relative stress on the fault, τ = T− To, reinsert
it in eq. (18) to update accelerations and finally update velocities
(19).
Efficient damping of spurious oscillations is achieved by a thin
layer ofKelvin–Voigt elements surrounding the fault, with thickness
of 1 or 2 elements on each side of the fault. Kelvin–Voigt viscosity
introduces a frequency-dependent quality factor Q−1( f ) = 2πηf,
where f is frequency. We find that the longest period of spurious
oscillations is several times the critical time step tfault that a cubic
spectral element with same edge length as a fault surface element
would have in a medium without viscosity. The viscous time η
is set uniformly within the layer to a fraction (10 to 30 per cent)
of tfault to achieve significant attenuation of spurious oscillations
after a few cycles or less. Larger values damp high frequencies
more aggressively but also affect lower frequencies, rupture speed
and peak slip velocities. Viscosity modifies the numerical stability
of the Newmark time stepping algorithm: the critical time step in a
simulation with Kelvin–Voigt damping, tKVc , is smaller than that
in a purely elastic simulation,tc. It can be shown, from eq. (9.4.28)
of Hughes (2000), that
tKVc /tc =
√
1 + η2/t2c − η/tc. (27)
Geometries with narrow angles lead to very small and highly de-
formed elements, for which the time step needs to be decreased sig-
nificantly to satisfy the stability condition. This inherent limitation
of the explicit time stepping algorithm usually adopted in SEM and
FEM can certainly lead to computationally impractical scenarios.
This is aggravated by the more stringent stability conditions im-
posed by the Kelvin–Voigt viscosity included near the fault. Indeed,
highly deformed elements tend to require tc  tfault, which may
lead to tc  η and, from eq. (27), to tKVc /tc ∼ tc/2η  1.
Strategies to potentially mitigate this issue include local time step-
ping (Peter et al. 2013), implicit time integration in the critical
elements, usage of tetrahedral and prismatic spectral elements in
critical regions of the model (Komatitsch et al. 2001; Pasquetti &
Rapetti 2006) and optimal damping by flux-based solver procedures
borrowed from the DGM (De la Puente et al. 2009; Pelties et al.
2012).
3 PARALLEL IZAT ION AND
SCALABIL ITY
In dynamic rupture simulations the computational mesh needs to be
dense enough to resolve the breakdown zone at the rupture front,
whose size is controlled by the rupture speed, frictional strength
drop and slip-weakening distance (Day et al. 2005). The simulation
of large earthquakes typically requires a node spacing less than a
few hundred metres (Harris et al. 2009). For a total domain size of
a few hundred kilometres and a number of GLL nodes per element
edge NGLL = 5, the total number of spectral elements needed is
on the order of tens of millions. To satisfy the contact and fric-
tion conditions the elements carrying the fault interface need to be
treated differently than the elements in the rest of the bulk. One
approach is to assign during domain decomposition all the spectral
elements that are in contact with fault surfaces to a single processor.
We initially adopted this strategy (as did Kaneko et al. 2008) for
the simplicity of its implementation. However, for large simulations
this approach leads to a major load imbalance, with a bottleneck
waiting for the processor that contains all the fault elements.
To achieve load balancing, we parallelized the fault solver as
well. During domain decomposition, we assigned matching pairs of
elements on both sides of the fault to the same processor, the one
with lowest rank of the pair. This simplifies the implementation and
avoids solver communications across the fault. The fault normal
vector (n) and fault boundary matrix (B) were pre-assembled across
MPI interfaces along the fault, and internal forces are globally as-
sembled before passing them to the fault solver.Hence, no additional
assembly operation (no additional interprocessor communication)
is performed by the fault solver. This strategy is expected to gen-
erate a minimal impact on the overall cost of computations, which
should remain dominated by the bulk wave propagation solver. The
original SPECFEM3D code has been shown to have good scaling
properties for wave propagation problems (Komatitsch et al. 2009).
We demonstrate here that our implementation of fault dynamics
does not affect its parallel scalability.
We illustrate the strong scaling of the code in the community-
based SCEC dynamic rupture benchmark problemTPV5. The prob-
lem comprises a fault 30 km long and 15 km deep. We placed ab-
sorbing boundaries 15 km away along strike from the fault tips,
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1226 P. Galvez et al.
Figure 2. (a) Results of strong scalability of SPECFEM3D with and with-
out our fault implementation on CSCS’s Cray XE6 system (Rosa), up to
8192 processors. (b) Weak scalability of SPECFEM3D with our fault im-
plementation on CSCS’s Cray XE6 system (Rosa). The tests are based on
the TPV205 benchmark with 50, 100 and 200 m average grid spacing.
25 km below the bottom edge of the fault and 30 km away in the
fault-normal direction. We adopted a spectral element size of 400 m
with 5 GLL nodes per element edge, corresponding to the maxi-
mum recommended average grid size of 100 m (Harris et al. 2009).
This resulted in 2 265 000 spectral elements. We ran the simulation
at the Swiss National Supercomputing Center (CSCS) on Monte
Rosa, a Cray XE6 system with 1496 compute nodes consisting of
two 16-core AMD Opteron 6272 2.1 GHz CPUs and 32 GB of
memory, and with high-performance networking through a Gemini
3-D torus interconnect. The theoretical peak performance of Rosa
is 402 Tflops. We choose numbers of processors in powers of 2
ranging from 64 to 8192. We suppressed intermediate outputs, as
our focus was on verifying the scaling of the combined bulk-fault
solver. Fig. 2(a) shows the total wall clock time taken by the solver
(bulk and fault) to complete one TPV5 simulation. The ‘ideal’ line
corresponds to the perfect scaling: wall clock time inversely pro-
portional to number of processors. The code scales well within the
range of number of processors we tested. We also tested the scaling
of the original SPECFEM3D code without fault implementation.
For this purpose, we considered the same domain size and element
size as that of our TPV5 simulations, but without the split-node fault
surface, and we prescribed an explosion point source at the centre
of the domain. We repeated the scalability test in the same system
and for the same set of processors as those previously used. The
results, shown in Fig. 2, demonstrate that the fault solver does not
cause any significant load imbalance and does not affect the overall
performance of the code.
While TPV5 was used to analyse strong scaling, for weak scaling
we consider a different version of the same benchmark, TPV205.
Essentially, a TPV5 (100 m grid size) run on 256 processors is
compared with the same benchmark problem solved with 200 m
grid size on 16 processors and 50 m grid size on 4096 processors.
These three sets of simulations have, in principle, the same load
per processor: the total number of operations for fixed domain size
and duration scales as 1 per (grid size)4. Fig. 2(b) shows the weak
scalability results for SPECFEM3D with our fault implementation.
Wall clock time is normalized with respect to that of the 50 m grid
size simulation. The weak scalability is overall satisfactory. The
minor (2 per cent) deviation in weak scaling could be attributed
to the fact that the number of spectral elements on the fault plane
in the finest resolution mesh is not exactly four times that in the
lowest resolution mesh, due to constraints imposed by the fixed
fault dimensions.
4 NUMERICAL TESTS : ASSESSMENT
OF NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS
To verify our implementation of the dynamic rupture boundary
conditions in SPECFEM3D, we have reproduced several 3-D test
problems from the SCEC dynamic rupture code validation project
(e.g. Harris et al. 2009, 2011) and compared our results to those of
other publishedmethods.Herewe report only our verification results
for the test problems TPV24 and TPV25, which are representative
of the non-planar fault geometries that our method can handle.
We first summarize the setting of these test problems, then we
present our results and qualitative comparisons to other methods.
The accuracy of the method in a thrust fault model with shallow dip
angle is demonstrated in the Appendix and summarized at the end
of Section 5.2.
4.1 Description of the rupture problem on a branched
fault
The SCEC test problems TPV24 and TPV25 consist of spontaneous
rupture propagation on a branched fault system comprising two
segments, a main fault and a branch fault, embedded in a uniform
elastic isotropic half-space (Fig. 3). The two fault segments are
vertical, planar, strike-slip faults that reach the Earth’s surface. In
TPV24 the faults are right-lateral, while in TPV25 they are left-
lateral. The main fault is 28 km long and 15 km deep, and the
branch fault is 12 km long and 15 km deep. The branch fault splays
off the main fault at an angle of 30◦, at 12 km from the right edge of
the main fault. It is assumed that the slip on the branch fault tapers
smoothly to zero at the junction with the main fault. The S-wave
velocity is 3463 m s−1, the P-wave velocity is 6000 m s−1 and the
density is 2670 m s−1. The hypocentre is located on the main fault
at 8 km to the left of the junction point and at 10 km depth. Rupture
nucleation is achieved by prescribing time-weakening over a region
that grows with smoothly variable rupture speed.
We employ a semi-spherical mesh with gradual increase of the
element size as a function of radial distance (Fig. 3b). Coarsen-
ing is an efficient approach to increase the domain size, which
improves the accuracy of the static field. The spherical shape of
the outer boundary allows the angle of incidence of waves on the
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Dynamic rupture with unstructured SEM 1227
Figure 3. (a) Sketch of the fault branching benchmark problems TPV24 and TPV25 of the SCEC/USGS dynamic rupture code verification exercise. The main
fault and its branch are vertical-planar strike-slip faults that reach the surface. The nucleation zone is located on the main fault (thick black symbol). (b) A
semi-spherical unstructured spectral element mesh for the TPV24 and TPV25 problems, with progressive mesh coarsening away from the fault zone. The inset
shows a detailed map view on the fault domain.
absorbing boundaries to be closer to normal, which reduces spuri-
ous reflections. A smooth mesh coarsening is needed in the region
surrounding the fault to avoid artificial wave reflections.
The time step in our simulations is t = 0.5 ms. To attenuate
the spurious high-frequency oscillations, we set the Kelvin–Voigt
viscosity as η = 0.3tfault on the main fault and η = 0.2tfault on
the branch, where tfault = 5.7 ms is the elastic critical time step
corresponding to the element size on the fault.
4.2 Results and comparison to other numerical methods
The complexity of rupture path selection in branched fault sys-
tems has been previously studied by Bhat et al. (2004) and
DeDontney et al. (2012). The rupture propagates on the main fault
passing through the junction point and, depending on the initial
stress conditions, it may jump onto the branch fault. This is illus-
trated in Fig. 4, which shows a series of snapshots of slip velocity
for the TPV24 and TPV25 test problems. The rupture propagation
paths obtained in these two cases are remarkably different. In the
right-lateral case the rupture abandons the main fault and contin-
ues into the fault branch. The rupture successfully continues in the
branch fault because it is located in the extensional side, where
the dominantly tensile normal stress changes tend to reduce the
frictional strength. In the left-lateral case, the rupture mainly propa-
gates into the main fault and continues only a short distance into the
branch fault. In both scenarios, rupture on one fault segment past
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Figure 4. Snapshots of slip velocity in the benchmark problems TPV24 (a) and TPV25 (b), computed with the spectral element code SPECFEM3D on an
unstructured mesh. Significant rupture on the fault branch occurs only in the right-lateral case (TPV24).
the junction casts a stress shadow on the other segment that inhibits
its activation (e.g. Harris & Simpson 1998).
We compare our results to two independent methods, the MAFE
code byMa&Liu (2006) and FaultMod code by Barall (2009). Both
are finite element codes with split nodes. We consider solutions on
a grid with size 100 m (this is the average GLL node spacing).
Fig. 5(a) shows the comparison of rupture times. The evolution of
the rupture front from the three methods is in very good agreement
on both fault segments and at all distances and directions from the
hypocentre. A small discrepancy is observed at shallow depth on the
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Figure 5. (a) Comparison of rupture times in the benchmark problems TPV24 and TPV25 obtained by the unstructured spectral element code SPECFEM3D
and the finite element codes MAFE (Ma & Liu 2006) and FaultMod (Barall 2009). (b) The first column shows the comparison of slip rate time-series in the
benchmark problem TPV24 computed by SPECFEM3D, MAFE and FaultMod at two locations, on the main fault and on the fault branch, respectively (see
locations on the second column).
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branch fault in TPV24 when the rupture reaches the free surface.
The time histories of slip rate produced by the three methods at
selected fault locations, shown in Fig. 5(b), are also in qualitatively
good agreement.
We found general agreement between the three methods, includ-
ing the details of rupture initiation, propagation and arrest. These
and other SCEC test results not shown here (but available through
the SCEC repository) verify our implementation of dynamic rupture
in the SPECFEM3D–SESAME code. The software is now suitable
to solve complex problems of dynamic rupture with irregular fault
geometry, while retaining the existing capabilities of the code for
problems of wave propagation with complex media and irregular
surface topography.
It is interesting to compare the accuracy of the SEM to that of
lower order FEMs that, unlike FDM and BIM, can also treat rupture
problems in complicated geometries, heterogeneous media and
non-linear bulk rheologies. By design, high-order methods are more
accurate than low-order methods for smooth problems. However,
this property is not guaranteed a priori for dynamic rupture
problems that are typically non-smooth. A quantitative comparison
between results of different codes for the SCEC TPV5 benchmark
problem conducted at different resolutions (also known as TPV205)
is available from the SCEC/USGS Code Verification Web Server
(http://scecdata.usc.edu/cvws/ ) based on metrics defined by Barall
& Harris (2014). For this particular problem, it is found that
SPECFEM3D achieves better agreement with the finest resolution
simulation, the solution computed with the fourth-order FDM of
Dalguer & Day (2007) with grid spacing of 12.5 m, than do four
low-order finite element codes. At given mesh resolution (100 m or
50 m), the rms error of SPECFEM3D is at least twice smaller for
rupture time (http://scecdata.usc.edu/cvws/metric_cvv1_u1/tpv5/
metric_cvv1_tpv5_ac_0.html) and about twice smaller for slip rate
(http://scecdata.usc.edu/cvws/metric_cvv1_u1/tpv5/metric_cvv1_
tpv5_ar_0.html ).
5 A CONCEPTUAL MODEL OF THE 20 1 1
MW 9 . 0 TOHOKU EARTHQUAKE
5.1 Background and modeling scope
On 2011 March 11, aMw 9.0 earthquake stroke Japan and triggered
a devastating tsunami, causing severe damage in cities and nuclear
facilities along the Japanese coast. A combination of seismological,
geodetic, bathymetric and tsunami observations revealed a remark-
able depth dependency of the frequency content of the source. We
define two frequency bands: an LF band from 0.01 to 0.125 Hz
and an HF band from 0.5 to 1 Hz. Large slip (∼50 m) close to the
trench was inferred by kinematic source inversions of seismic data
in the LF band (e.g. Suzuki et al. 2011; Koketsu et al. 2011; Lee
et al. 2011) and from differential multibeam bathymetry surveys
(Fujiwara et al. 2011). Radiation in the HF band was identified
in the deep areas of the plate interface by backprojection of tele-
seismic data (e.g. Meng et al. 2011). Downdip of the hypocentre
the HF radiation was interspersed within a relatively slow rupture
process.
Few dynamic rupture models have been proposed to investigate
the physical features of this event. Duan (2012) presented a 3-D
dynamic rupture simulation on a planar fault to demonstrate the
possible role of a large subducted seamount on the rupture dynam-
ics and on the generation of large slip. Mitsui (2012) also developed
Figure 6. Non-planar geometry of the Japanese subduction megathrust in
the Tohoku region (blue surface) and a cross-section of the unstructured
spectral element mesh.
3-D dynamic models and concluded that the rupture around the
hypocentre was enhanced by the stress accumulation due to the
preceding M7-class earthquakes and triggered thermal pressuriza-
tion of pore fluids in the near-trench area causing large slip, which
promoted propagation of the rupture over a wide region. Ide et al.
(2011) considered that an additional push to the earthquake rup-
ture (slip reactivation) comes from the rupture front backpropagat-
ing from the free-surface after rupturing the trench, a phenomena
usually observed in dynamic rupture simulations of dipping faults
(Dalguer et al. 2001). Goto et al. (2012) used a 2-D inplane rupture
model and showed that slip reactivation can result from heteroge-
neous stress distribution. Kozdon & Dunham (2013) proposed a
2-D model that accounts for depth-dependent material properties,
curved fault geometry and seafloor geometry, and showed that de-
spite velocity-strengthening properties at shallow depth, rupture can
reach the trench. Huang et al. (2013, 2012) also used 2-D inplane
dynamic rupture models to provide a physical interpretation of the
depth-dependent frequency content of seismic radiation, the varia-
tions of rupture speed and slip distribution. They also find that the
structure of the subduction wedge contributes significantly to the
up-dip rupture propagation and the resulting large slip at shallow
depth.
Here we propose a minimalistic 3-D dynamic rupture model con-
sistent with this depth-dependent frequency content of slip, where
the shallow part radiates coherent energy at low frequency and the
deep part at high frequency. The deep HF radiation is interpreted as
the rupture of asperities in the bottom part of the seismogenic zone
of the megathrust (e.g. Huang et al. 2012; Lay et al. 2012). We set
the model parameters by trial and error, taking as a starting point the
2-D dynamic rupture models developed by Huang et al. (2012). The
model presented here should be considered as preliminary; a refined
model quantitatively constrained by geophysical observations will
be presented elsewhere.
Our simulation also serves to illustrate the capability of the
SEM to handle non-planar fault geometries and narrow subduc-
tion wedges. The model accounts for the free surface, the slope of
the outer wedge and the curved geometry of the subduction inter-
face and the trench (Fig. 6). The latter is based on a fault geometry
adapted from Simons et al. (2011), which includes constraints from
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Figure 7. (a) Distribution of asperities in our dynamic model of the Tohoku earthquake (green ellipse and red circles). Also shown are depth contours of
the megathrust interface (black curves), contours of coseismic slip obtained by Suzuki et al. (2011) through kinematic source inversion (green curves) and
locations of high-frequency radiation obtained by Meng et al. (2011) through teleseismic backprojection (orange squares). Distribution of (b) stress drop and
(c) slip-weakening distance Dc on the plate interface.
bathymetry, seismic reflection surveys and theWadati–Benioff zone
delineated by seismicity (e.g. Iwasaki et al. 2002;Miura et al. 2003).
The software CUBIT generates high-quality hexahedral meshes
even in wedges with small dipping angles close to the trench.
5.2 Model setup
We consider a homogeneous elastic medium with S-wave velocity
3470 m s−1, P-wave velocity 5800 m s−1 and density 2700 kg m−3.
We assume the linear slip-weakening friction law and a distribution
of asperities defined by heterogeneities of initial stress and critical
slip distance Dc (Fig. 7). We set an elliptical patch in the region
of large slip and a collection of small circular asperities in deeper
regions, mainly from 25 to 55 km depth. The number, size and
separation distance of the small asperities are set by trial and error
to achieve a moderate average rupture speed of 2 km s−1 downdip
of the hypocentre.
On the main asperity the stress drop is set to 9 MPa and on the
small asperities to 12 MPa. Null stress drop and a high strength
excess (24 MPa) are prescribed in the background. In dynamic
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Figure 8. Distribution of friction and normal stress in our dynamic model of the Tohoku earthquake. (a) Static and (b) dynamic friction coefficients on the
fault surface. (c) Friction coefficients and (d) normal stress as a function of depth along a profile A–B passing through the hypocentre (shown in a and b).
rupture models constrained by statistical observations, surface-
rupturing earthquakes are characterized by a large area of nega-
tive stress drop that enhances energy absorption close to the free
surface (e.g. Dalguer et al. 2008; Pitarka et al. 2009). Subduction
zones with large accretionary wedges exhibit an upper stable slid-
ing region due to the presence of unconsolidated gouge and clays
(Marone & Scholz 1988). Therefore we imposed a negative stress
drop (average −2.5 MPa) in the shallow part of the fault interface
(Fig. 7b). Inspired by the hierarchical patch model developed by Ide
& Aochi (2005) and Aochi & Ide (2009) where Dc varies with the
asperity size, we prescribeDc = 3mon the large asperities,Dc = 1m
on the small ones and Dc = 6 m in the rest of the fault (Fig. 7c).
The distributions of static (μs) and dynamic (μd) friction coeffi-
cients and normal stress over the fault are shown in Fig. 8. Rupture
initiates by reducing the static friction coefficient in the nucleation
area of radius 15 km (green circle in Fig. 8a), so that the initial
static yielding stress (μsσ n) is slightly below the initial stress. This
procedure does not alter the stress drop distribution shown in the
Fig. 8(b), that is, no overstress has been applied on the nucleation
patch.
We generated an unstructured mesh with element size of 2 km on
the fault surface. The mesh accounts for the non-planar megathrust
and seafloor geometries (Fig. 6) and contains elements close to the
trench that are highly deformed. Fig. 12.8 of Cohen (2002) shows
that the dispersion properties of spectral elements for wave propa-
gation are not severely affected by the deformation of the elements;
the main consequence is a significantly decreased time step. To
verify the accuracy of our dynamic rupture simulations in a subduc-
tion wedge geometry of shallow angle, we constructed a reduced
version of our Tohoku 3-D model, consisting of a narrow vertical
cross-section passing through the hypocentre, and performed sim-
ulations with 2 km, 1 km and 500 m element sizes. Our results
are described in the Appendix and show remarkable agreement of
rupture times and peak slip velocity of the primary and secondary
fronts at these three resolutions (differences are smaller than a few
percent). This indicates that the features of our numerical solution
at 2 km resolution discussed here are adequately resolved. In ad-
dition, the results in the Appendix illustrate how sensitive are the
results to the geometrical assumptions in the immediate vicinity of
the trench.
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Figure 9. Evolution of slip velocity in our dynamic model of the Tohoku earthquake. Each line corresponds to a time indicated on the left column. Each
column corresponds to a different frequency band: 0–1 Hz, 0–0.125 Hz, 0.125–0.5 Hz and 0.5–1 Hz.
5.3 Results and analysis
An overview of the rupture history produced by our model is given
in Figs 9–11, which show the spatial distributions of slip veloc-
ity at selected times, rupture time and rupture speed, respectively.
In particular, Fig. 9 shows slip velocity in three frequency bands:
LF 0–0.125 Hz, IF 0.125–0.5 Hz and HF 0.5–1 Hz. In the initial
40 s the rupture propagates mainly updip, starting slowly (about
1 km s−1) and gradually accelerating, while the downdip rupture
front remains slow and weak. At t ≈ 40 s the updip rupture front
reaches the shallow region of negative stress drop and its peak HF
slip velocity decreases, while the downdip rupture starts breaking
the deep asperities and generating intermittent HF radiation. At
t = 55.2 s the rupture has reached the trench and has bounced back
downdip. In the updip region, we obtain an average rupture speed of
about 3 km s−1 (Fig. 10a), in agreement with finite source inversion
models that resolve multiple fronts (e.g. Lee et al. 2011; Koketsu
et al. 2011). The average updip speed varies widely among other
kinematic source inversion models (Ide et al. 2011; Wei et al. 2012;
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Figure 10. (a) Distribution of rupture velocity in our dynamic rupture model of the Tohoku earthquake. (b) Snapshots of slip rate showing the emergence of a
secondary front at the trench, its coalescence with the main rupture front and the emergence of supershear rupture near the trench.
Yagi & Fukahata 2011). In a narrow band close to the trench our
dynamic model produces supershear rupture (Fig. 10b). As elab-
orated by Kaneko & Lapusta (2010), this is expected locally, at
shallow depth in elastic media due to the phase conversion of SV
to P-diffracted waves at the free surface. The efficiency of this su-
pershear rupture mechanism can be reduced by low-velocity layers,
velocity-strengthening friction (Kaneko et al. 2008) or inelastic or
poro-plastic deformation (Ma 2012) at shallow depth. These ad-
ditional ingredients are the subject of future developments of our
model. As shown in Fig. 10(b), near t= 48.8 s a secondary downdip
rupture front emerges at the trench, disconnected from the main up-
dip front, and at t = 55.2 s both fronts have coalesced. At t = 65 s
rupture of the deep asperities continues downdip of the hypocen-
tre, with rupture speed of 3 km s−1 within the small asperities,
1 km s−1 in their surroundings and an average of about 2 km s−1.
By t = 81.2 s the rupture has started propagating southwards, at
speeds of 2.8–3.3 km s−1. At t = 107.2 s the rupture has broken the
southern large asperity and has started propagating up to the trench.
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Figure 11. Distribution of rupture times in our dynamic rupture model
of the Tohoku earthquake. The squares are the locations of high-frequency
radiation (1Hz) imaged by teleseismic backprojection byMeng et al. (2011),
colour-coded by their timing (see colour bar).
Fig. 11 shows the rupture time in our simulation and the timing
of HF radiation spots inferred by Meng et al. (2011). Our simula-
tion is in agreement with several first-order observations: the slow
downdip rupture propagation and the more rapid migration of the
rupture towards the South. Differences in rupture timing remain in
some areas, which can be reduced by further tuning of the dynamic
model parameters, in particular the strength, size and distribution
of asperities (e.g. Huang et al. 2012).
Fig. 12 summarizes the spatial distribution of LF and HF peak
slip rate. The simulation reproduces the general pattern of the ob-
servations: LF and IF radiation occurs mainly in the shallow part of
the plate interface, from 0 to 25 km depth, where slip is larger than
40 m, whereas HF radiation occurs essentially in the deep small as-
perities, below 30 km depth, and extends over 300 km along strike.
This distinct behaviour is further illustrated in Fig. 12, which shows
the slip-weakening curve, slip rate, slip and slip rate spectrum at
two locations inside a shallow and a deep asperity, respectively. The
deep asperity has a sharp slip rate peak of 10 m s−1 and relatively
small slip. The shallow asperity has smoother slip rate with peak of
5.5 m s−1 but larger slip reaching 55 m. The slip rate spectra con-
firm the different frequency content of slip in these two asperities.
We also find that the HF slip rate is localized near the rupture front
whereas the LF slip rate lags behind it.
Fig. 13 shows seafloor displacements from our simulation and
from ocean bottom geodetic measurements at five locations (Sato
et al. 2011). The agreement is fair on the vertical components close
to the hypocentre and good in the horizontal components at all
stations. Close to the trench the seafloor displacements reach 8 m
vertically, consistent with the generation of a large tsunami, and
30–40 m horizontally.
Even though our model is only conceptual, we obtained a peak
value of moment rate comparable to that in the kinematic model
of Lee et al. (2011), although it occurs earlier in our dynamic
model (Fig. 14a). A second moment rate peak happens at about
120 s in both our dynamic model and Lee’s kinematic model, al-
though with different amplitude. Closely reproducing the moment
release history is beyond the scope of our preliminary model. In
addition, the macroscale representation of the source of the dy-
namic model is consistent with the kinematic model in the fre-
quency domain as shown in the moment rate spectrum plotted in
Fig. 14(b).
6 CONCLUS IONS
We added the capability to model spontaneous earthquake rupture
dynamics in the unstructured version of the spectral element code
SPECFEM3D. We compared our results of 3-D test problems of
the SCEC/USGS dynamic rupture code validation project to other
FEMs and found that rupture times and time histories of slip rate are
in good agreement. To asses the efficiency of our implementation
we performed a strong scaling analysis. The results demonstrate
that the dynamic rupture implementation does not cause any sig-
nificant load imbalance and does not affect the overall performance
of the code. A weak scalability also gave satisfactory results. The
unstructured SEM coupled with our dynamic rupture implementa-
tion makes use of a versatile mesh generation tool (CUBIT) that
enables dynamic rupture simulations on complex fault systems,
for instance a non-planar faults with branches. Meshing complex
fault geometries is possible even with very deformed elements, for
instance close to the trench in the subduction wedge of a shal-
lowly dipping megathrust, although at the expense of requiring a
small time step. We presented a dynamic rupture simulation of the
2011 Mw 9.0 Tohoku earthquake, a complex megathrust event in
a non-planar fault with small dip angle close to the trench, which
illustrates the versatility and stability of the method. Our dynamic
model includes fault heterogeneity and reproduces two important
observed features of the Tohoku earthquake: high-frequency radi-
ation in the deep areas of the plate interface and low-frequency
radiation and large slip (∼50 m) at shallow depth close to the
trench. Overall, our dynamic rupture implementation offers a great
potential to simulate more realistic earthquakes in complex fault
systems.
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Figure 12. (a) y (b) stress versus slip, (c) y (d) time-series of slip rate and slip and (e) spectra of slip rate at two fault locations (blue stars): inside a deep
asperity (sd) and in the middle of the largest asperity (su).
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Figure 13. (a) Vertical and (b) horizontal seafloor displacement in our dynamic rupture model of the Tohoku earthquake (colours and white arrows) and from
ocean bottom geodetic observations (blue arrows).
Figure 14. (a) Moment rate and (b) moment rate spectra of Lee et al.’s (2011) kinematic model (blue) and our dynamic model (green).
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APPENDIX A : CONVERGENCE TEST
FOR RUPTURE S IMULATION IN A
SHALLOW-DIPP ING SUBDUCTION
WEDGE
To verify the accuracy of our simulations in a shallow-dipping
subduction-wedge geometry with highly deformed elements near
the trench, we construct a narrow (2 kmwide) vertical cross-section
passing trough the hypocentre of the Tohoku’s 3-D model (see
Fig. A1) and perform simulations with 2 km, 1 km and 500 m
element size with spatial accuracy of fourth order (five interpolation
points, NGLL = 5). The boundary conditions on the North and
South faces of the domain are free stress. The value of the Kelvin–
Voigt relaxation timescale η follows the mesh-dependent scaling
described in Section 2.3.
Fig. A2 shows the rupture time along the whole fault and the
slip rate at a distance of 2 km from the trench for the three meshes.
Figure A1. Top left-hand side: cross-section (PQ) passing through the hypocentre of the Tohoku earthquake. Top right-hand side: Spectral element mesh of a
narrow 2-km-wide model along cross-section PQ. Bottom panels: near trench detail of three meshes with grid spacing of 2 km, 1 km and 500 m.
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Figure A2. Convergence test for (a) rupture time as function of location relative to the hypocentre and (b) slip rate as function of time at a distance of 2 km
from the trench obtained with the three different grid sizes indicated in the legend.
The rupture times (Fig. A2-a) and peak slip velocity of primary
and secondary fronts (Fig. A2-b) show very good agreement, with
differences smaller than a few percent between the 0.5 and 2 km
resolution results. Moreover, we find convergent behaviour with
increasing mesh refinement, that is, the differences between the 0.5
and 1 km resolution results are overall smaller than those between
the 1 and 2 km resolution ones. In summary, our simulation at 2 km
resolution adequately resolves the features of the model discussed
in the main text.
We do not present here a more formal convergence analysis (rms
difference as a function of element size, e.g. Day et al. 2005), but
note that smooth convergence may not be expected in our unstruc-
tured mesh simulations unless even finer resolutions are considered,
because of imperfect scaling of the artificial viscosity region upon
mesh refinement. Our three unstructured meshes are not obtained
by hierarchical refinement, that is, we did not split each element of
the 2 kmmesh into eight elements to obtain the 1 kmmesh. Instead,
they were generated independently, although based on exactly the
same seafloor and megathrust geometry (Fig. A1, bottom panels).
As a result, the shape of the Kelvin–Voigt damping zone, which by
design encompasses all elements in contact with the fault surface,
is not perfectly re-scaled through mesh refinement, especially near
the trench.
In addition, we have found in a different set of simulations that
differences in the geometry of the megathrust surface within 2 km
of the trench can lead to significant differences in slip rate. For
example, Fig. A3 shows the slip rate in a simulation with 500 m
resolution in which a concavity (a slope break) in the megathrust
was artificially introduced near the trench to avoid too small time
steps. This minor change of the model geometry did not change
the rupture time of the primary front but provoked quantitative
differences of slip velocity larger than 10 per cent. These results
illustrate the sensitivity of certain aspects of dynamic rupture to
second-order geometrical features of the model in the immediate
vicinity of the trench.
Figure A3. Effect of model geometry near the trench on slip velocity.
(a) Detail of two meshes with element size of 500 m. The mesh shown in
the foreground (green) is the same as in the convergence study (Fig. A1).
The mesh in the background (black) has a slope break in the megathrust
close to the trench leading to a small concavity. (b) Slip velocity histories
at a distance of 2 km from the trench (fault node ‘S’) obtained with the two
meshes.
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